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Abstract

The challenges addressed are related to developing and deploying robust cyber-security applications that can operate under adversarial conditions, e.g., uncontrolled settings (for the purpose of interoperability) and incomplete / masquerading information (to cope with denial and deception). Examples of such applications include spam, phishing, and fraud detection; covert time channels (CTC); deliberate poor annotation for training; and active authentication and continuous re-authentication to counter identity theft and insider threats / exfiltration faced by information and control systems. Similar to biometrics, we seek for cognitive footprints that integrate appearance, behavior, and emotional and cognitive / intent state, all aware of and driven by context.

The methods discussed are characteristic of statistical learning and link analysis, in general, and adversarial and consensus learning, collective classification, and (filter-type and collaborative) recommender systems, in particular. Novel solutions, which merge all encompassing (appearance, behavior, and state) biometrics, probabilistic natural language processing (NLP) / Conditional Random Fields (CRF) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), are proposed. The ultimate challenge is that of autonomic computing, which is characterized by SELF healing, configuration, protection, and optimization.
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